House Exteriors
Vocabulary Crossword

ACROSS
2 opposite of front yard
7 a glass opening in a wall
8 small box for mail
9 an enclosed structure for parked cars, often attached to a house
10 a movable barrier used to open and close the entrance of a building, room, or closet
13 grassy area around a house
14 a raised platform attached to the outside of a building; has a roof and short sides

DOWN
1 window cover that keeps the flies out
3 private road to a garage entrance
4 concrete area behind a house, often used for eating and barbequing food
5 a hollow structure on top of the roof
6 concrete path for walking
9 area used for growing vegetables and plants
11 covering on top of houses that keeps the rain out
12 wooden floor that extends from the back of a house and doesn’t have a roof, often used for barbeques
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